Australian X Up/pass up Plan MLM Software
Australian x-up plan/pass up plan is the advanced version of unilevel compensation plan. In this
plan, the members associated with the plan can get rewards for the sales done by them. It
focuses on the sales based on the target of recruiting new members into the network and the
corresponding bonus are distributed to the members.

How Does the Australian X Up Plan Work?
Australian X Up plan follows the structure of unilevel plan and it works on target basis. The
structure of this plan consists the term 'x' up and it can be 2-up, 3-up, etc. When a member 'x'
achieves a particular target, his/her sponsor can earn bonus depending on the efforts put by the
member's downlines.
In other words, a member earns nothing from his direct downline members during the first sale as
the entire sales made by his/her downlines goes to that particular member's upline. The member
can earn when his/her downlines recruit new users below them and they make sales. This
continues on like a cycle in this compensation plan.
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Compensations in Australian X Up MLM Software
1. Sponsor Bonus
A user earns the sponsor bonus only when he is able to reach the X-level. Various companies
have different X-levels as this is set by the company.

2. Pass up income
Pass up income is earned when a distributor pass up the sales to his/her upline.

3. Fast Start Bonus
Usually, the MLM company sets a particular target to be reached within a specified time and
whenever members are able to reach these targets within the specified time, their account is
immediately credited with the fast start bonus.
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Advantages of Australian X Up Plan
This plan provides great earnings per sale.
You can add any number of bonuses into the basic Australian structure.
This compensation plan pays infinitely deep.
The frontline members get great benefits if the target is achieved within the specified time
period.

Why Hybrid MLM for Australian X Up MLM plan ?
We provide all the type of Australian X Up plans such as 1-up, 2-up, 3-up, x-up, etc, including
customizing them as per the MLM company's requirements. Our Australian X Up MLM plan
software comes with must have features and tools which ensure fast growth and success of your
MLM company.
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